On the Science of “Race” in Germany, Israel and the United States

13:00-14:15 | PANEL 1

James Downs, Connecticut College
*The Laboring Dead: From Subjugation to Science in Global History*

Snait Gissis, Tel Aviv University
*What Is There When There Is No "Race": Israeli (Human Population) Geneticists Investigate “Jewishness,” 1946-1980s*

Chair: Yael Sternhell, Tel Aviv University

14:15-14:30 Coffee Break

14:30-15:45 | PANEL 2

Amos Morris-Reich, Tel Aviv University
*Eugen Fischer and Photography*

Amir Teicher, Tel Aviv University
*Reconstructing the Racial Algorithm of the SS: Problems and Potentials*

Chair: Stefanie Schüler-Springorum, Center for Research on Antisemitism, Technical University, Berlin

15:45 - 16:00

Concluding Discussion

Sunday, January 12, 2020, 13:00, Gilman 497, Tel Aviv University